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. one of America's
Scott Leads
Council Move
To Quit NSA
by Carl Mankowifcz
a
Because of a detailed, though
at times sarcastic report on the
bureaucracy of the National Stu-
dent Association given by Student
Council President Chris Scott, the
body voted without opposition to
not join that organization, thus
ending a two-ye- ar rambling dial-
ogue on the issue.
At Monday's meeting, apprehens-
ion was expressed over housing
of women guests over Fall Dance
weekend, although no general
difficulty has been experienced so
far this year. Scott said, "Let's
let Dance Weekend take its
course, and we'll assess the dis-
aster afterwards." (Dean Edwards
offers a limited number of avail-
able rooms around town.)
IN A VAUDEVILLIAN display
of wit, slender senior John
Waterston, Social Committee
chairman, summarized the entert-
ainment and costs of Fall Dance.
Bill Lang and his band will play
Friday night, while Marty Conn
and his Conn men will serenade
us Saturday. Both outfits are
from Cleveland. The tab for
these performances will be $900,
not to mention various and sun-
dry expenses for free coffee, do-nu- ts
and beer.
A letter from the sophomore
class proposing the revival of
singing at Sunday chow was read.
The Council members were di-
rected to ask their constituents to
make an effort this Sunday, in co-derati- on
with the class, which
will try to bring off the singing.
The question of independent
representation will be decided at
Monday's meeting. Scott notified
members of the impending dis-
cussion on the upperclass dorm.
THE ACTIVITIES of the Cam-Pu- s
Senate were reported. In ad-
dition to talk on ceremonial oc-
casions, a definite meal schedule
was established. The main change
w'll be cafeteria style service
Monday through Saturday for
lunch, from 11:30 to 1:00. Food
Manager Bob Stetson asked un-
derstanding during the trial
Period, which will begin when the
new annex is open. Stetson hopes
tor more efficient, quicker service,
with a greater variety of choices.
most dynamic . . ."
President Appoints FATS Committee
To Brief Trustees On New Dormitory
Kenyon's Board of Trustees last
Saturday authorized College Pres-
ident F. Edward Lund to appoint
joint faculty-administration-trustee-stud- ent
(FATS) committee
to coordinate opinion on the dis-
pensation of the new upperclass
dormitory which the College
hopes to complete by Sept., 1965.
Dr. Lund told the Collegian that
he will appoint the FATS mem-
bers shortly before Christmas va-
cation. The committee will re-
port its findings to the February
meeting of the Board of Trustees.
Final decision rests with the
Trustees, who are expected to de-
cide on the nature of dormitory
before the end of the academic
year.
Self-Stud-y Groups Touch
Standards, Frats, Women
FAMILY SERVICE,
COAT, TIE ASKED
FOR DINING HALL
Nothing earth-shakin- g came out
of the three reports of the Self- -
Study Subcommittee on Campus
Environment. Though four re-nor- ts
were originally scheduled,
the subcommittee shirked the re
port on athletics because not
enough time was available."
The three reports were on fra-
ternities, the dining hall and dor-
mitories.
The most superficial job was
done in the report on fraternities.
Apparently finding only what
they wished to find, the subcom-
mittee clumsily sidestepped the
contentions of fraternity oppon-pnt- Q
i e. the alleged inherent bias
in the ball system and national
charters.
The worth of the report is
summed up in a statement on
nape 12: "No subject considered
in this report is more important
than the selection and worK oi
fraternity advisers."
One might wonder if the subject
of whether fraternities do indeed
helone at Kenvon is not more im
portant, but the subcommittee
apparently feared stirring up such
(Cont. on page 6, col. o
FOLK SINBER OOETTA
m concert tonioht
This evening at 8:30 the Kenyon
Social Committee presents one of
the most dynamic folk singers in
America as Odetta warms Rosse
Hall with her resonant contralto
singing and powerful guitar ac-
companiment.
FROM SAN FRANCISCO to
Paris Odetta has displayed her
deep, elemental quality of com-
munication which has caused
ecstatic audiences to demand her
return. Her style is immensely
individual.
Although it is quite natural for
all entertainers to have a "fav-
orite" to admire, Odetta does not
attempt to imitate present con-
temporaries or past greats of folk-singin- g,
like Ma Rainey or Bessie
Smith.
THE DORM could be used to
house seniors, independents, fra-
ternities, honor students, sopho-
mores, or a combination. The Col-
legian last june editorialized in
in favor of a senior dorm.
Dr. Lund still is seeking a donor
for the dorm, expected to house
about 80 students. The College
has hired the firm of Rider & Co.,
consulting engineers, Cleveland,
to investigate possible locations.
It is virtually certain that the
dorm will be located somewhere
on a circle running through
Peirce Hall, the Speech Building
and the Shaffer Swimming Pool.
The two most generally discus-
sed locations for the new edifice
are between Peirce and the
SEEK BUILDING OF
GIRLS' COLLEGE,
NEW INFIRMARY
The Self-Stud- y Subcommittee
on Goals and Achievements, bas-
ing many of its recommendations
on a poll answered by 33 of last
year's juniors and seniors, recent-
ly submitted for publication a
repetitious 22-pa- ge report calling
for the recently-enacte- d fac-
ulty adviser system (Collegian,
Oct. 11).
Other interesting recommenda-
tions of the Subcommittee:
"There should be a clear state
ment of the purpose and goals of
the College covering not only
academic issues but the standards
of gentlemanly behavior and
group responsibiltiy which it is
hoped students will attain.
"USE SHOULD be made of
formal occasions . . .and other
required assemblies to keep stu-
dents aware of the character and
scope of the standards set at
Kenyon.
"If possible, the Collegian should
be published each week and
should include a schedule of forth-
coming events, inserted and paid
for by the College administration.
(Cont. on page 6. col. 3)
Before folk music became
divided into the opposing camps
of the Reverents and Irreverents,
it was expected that a singer
should live some of the violence,
love, and wanderlust behind the
songs if he or she wished to
capture their spirit. From this
tradition have come Leadbelly,
Woody Guthrie and Aunt Molly
Jackson.
THE VIBRANT SONGS of
Odetta, however, accurately re-
flect all the toil, pain, and joy of
which they were born. Yet,
Odetta has not grown up in the
atmosphere of some of their more
distasteful subjects. Born in Bir-
mingham, Ala., she moved to Los
Angeles at the age of six.
While in junior high school she
Speech Building or at a point
southwest of Old Kenyon.
FATS WILL MAKE its recom-
mendation on the basis of reports
from Student Council, Campus
Senate, Interfraternity Commit-
tee, Alumni Interfraternity Coun-
cil, and Faculty Council. None of
these groups has begun a study,
but plans of attack are beginning
to jell.
One group already has made a
recommendation on the subject.
The Self-Stud- y Subcommittee on
Campus Environment has recom-
mended that "the committee on
the next dormitory should give
careful attention to the advan-
tages of devoting it to a special
ized purpose the housing of
seniors or independent students."
"A Hnrmitnrv fnr seniors would
give these students, during the
year in wnicn iney are inobi. im-
mersed in academic pursuits, both
a refuge from the social life of
their juniors and easy access to
it when they could find time for
it," the report said.
"THIS COMBINATION would
seem to be an ideal that most
upperclassmen long for. Hence
the senior year would acquire a
dignity and desirability that at
present it has not attained."
The report said that an inde-
pendent dormitory might help al-
leviate the problem of independ-
ent housing which "will increase
with the growth of the student
body."
Student Council President Chris
Srntt. hoDes to distribute a ques
tionnaire which would elicit opin
ion on the new dorm. Scott has
said that he hopes to keep dis-
cussion of the dorm apart from
discussion of the pros and cons
of fraternities at Kenyon.
The Campus Senate has placed
clandestine discussions of the
dormitory on its fall agenda.
Though planning no detailed
study of the situation, the Inter-
fraternity Committee does plan
to make its own statement on the
upperclass dorm.
THE FLEDGLING Alumni In
terfraternity Council, was jolted
out of its complacency and inac- -
(Cont. on page 4, col. 3)
studied opera at the request of a
teacher who saw her as another
Marian Anderson. Since the idea
of trying to associate herself with
another's style was reprehensible,
Odetta turned to art songs and
the classics.
It was in San Francisco that
Odetta was first introduced to
folk-singin- g. Immediately im
pressed by the rich heritage of
folk songs and the freedom which
they offered the artist, Odetta lost
interest in her role in "Finian's
Rainbow" and devoted her ener-
gies to folk music.
IN A FEW MONTHS she had
won the respect of night clubs and
folk singers throughout the West
Coast. Since that time, Odetta
has expended her repertoire, mas-
tered the guitar, and captivated
audiences in such night spots as
te "hungry i," Chicago's "The
Gate of Horn," and New York's
"The Blue Angel."
Last winter she was part of a
group of singers invited to the
White House. Recently, Odetta
demonstrated her versatility by
playing Nancy, the murderess, in
the screen version of "Sanctuary"
by William Faulkner.
The concert will diminish the
Social Committee's treasury by
$1,500.
WOULD IT WERE
IN THE LOUNGE
The Peirce Hall lounge has
been without a rug since the
beginning of the school year.
We might think it was re-
moved to make way for a new
one if we didn't know that
Kenyon wouldn't so foolishly
waste its money. We assume
it was stolen. Will the thief
please return the rug (we don't
care if it is threadbare and
moldy) so our barefoot boys
won't take cold?
Sept. Funeral Hoped
For Downs, Plusses,
Required Attendance
Several major changes are urged
by the Self-Stud- y Subcommittee
on Efficiency of Instruction in a
report which proceeds to an early-Novemb- er
faculty vote for accep-
tance or rejection. If the pro-
posals win faculty approval, and
it is a virtual certainty that they
will, they become law effective
next September.
Included in the six-pa- ge report
of the group headed by Dean
Haywood are suggestions to abol-
ish three things: required class
attendance except for freshmen,
'plus' grades, and deficiency re-
ports or "downs."
ANOTHER MEASURE strongly
urged is a general rule that "one
hour test and a final examination
be considered adequate in a se-
mester course. We would suggest
too that the better students be
exempted from hour tests and
that it be left to the department
to determine whether or not a
final examination in a course shall
be given.
In line with this thinking are
corollary recommendations to
(Cont. on page 6, col. 4)
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What Was Overlooked
Among the final recommendations listed in the report of
the Self-Stud- y Subcommittee on Efficiency of Instruction is
one to de-emphas- ize testing. But in spite of the fact that to
all pass majors the comprehensive examination is a matter
of "do or die," no suggestion has been offered to lessen their
dread.
Four years' study, $5,600 in tuition, and the right to a
diploma are washed down the drain with the failing of
"comps." If, as the committee urges, the proper emphasis
should fall on long-ter- m written assignments and independent
research, the provision should be made -- whereby the pass
major need not live in deathly fear of comps.
WHILE IN MOST CASES the student who fails to pass
comps does not possess sufficient knowledge of his major to
warrant graduation, there are cases where the student who
has shown knowledge and proficiency in the past may do
poorly because of emotional or psychological strain. Under
the present system, the student, good or poor, who fails comps
has nothing to fall back on . . . under no circumstances can
he receive his degree.
We propose an arrangement that would allow the gun shy
pass major a fairer chance of graduating with the rest of his
classmates. If he fears a poor performance on comps, give
him the option of writing a substantial supplementary paper
call it a thesis or an independent research project on a
subject of his choice. The project, submitted in the spring
term, would be judged on its own merit and averaged with
his performance on comps. An excellent thesis could in this
way offset an inadequate test grade.
ANOTHER RECOMMENDATION of the Committee is a
de-empha-
sis on grades as an assessment of the quality of a
man's academic performance. Although we agree that grades
can be very misleading and that the scholar should be moti-
vated by a desire for knowledge and not for the grade, we
oppose the Committee's suggestion to eliminate 'plus' marks.
The argument advanced in the report is that tests have
proved examiners to be very reliable with a simple grading
scale (A, B, C, D, F) but they become unreliable when forced
to use additional marks.
While it may be true that "the greatest firness is to
be had when a system is simple," the elimination of inter-
mediate grades will not cause the student to become less
grade conscious. On the contrary, a simplified grading scale
could make him more concerned with grades than ever. It
won't be a matter of a B or a B-pl- us anymore; it will be the
major difference between a B and an A.
Since the wish is to place less reliance on mathematical
indicators of scholarship, the way of determining financial
aid should also be changed. With the present system, many
bright students shy away from challenging courses for fear
of not maintaining a three-poi- nt cumulative average. Clearly,
if the College intends to make scholars of scholarship holders,
it should abolish the required grade average, or at least re-
duce it to a more reasonable level, such as 2.5. Letters of
recommendation from teachers should be used to determine
whether a man deserves financial aid.
For Safety's Sake
Tom Taylor '65 was accidently shot by William Ulrich '66 in the
woods behind Hanna Hall Wednesday afternoon. According to Dean
Thomas Edwards, Taylor had gone down to the D. Phi patio in the
woods to study the same time Ulrich was in the vicinity shooting.
The would-b- e hunter, north of Taylor by a few hundrer yards,
thought he saw a squirrel, wheeled and fired his .22 calibre rifle.
The slug caught Taylor in the hip.
Fortunately he was not seriously wounded, although he still
remains in the hospital under observation. But Taylor might just
as easily been killed as wounded. We feel that the school policy
toward fire arms and their use should be carefully examined to
determine if it guarantees the students and other residents of
Gambier, especially children, the greatest possible safety.
One very effective measure would be to prohibit the discharging
of guns within a two mile radius of Gambier, thus providing a
safety margin in the chance that a bullet misses its target. But
the safest measure would be to prohibit the bringing to Kenyon of
any fire arms whatsoever.
LETTERS TO THE
Ordman "Takes Issue"
With Burr Challenge
To the Editors:
I am an independent who is
both happy with his "independ-
ent" status and at the same time
quite happy with most workings
of the present fraternity system
in fact, somewhat concerned that
the fraternity system is not suff-
iciently strong.
First, a few points should be
settled: if any improper discrim-
ination exists, it should be cor-
rected; I feel the fraternities are
capable of this. I doubt that it is
proper for a very small percent-
age of a fraternity to be able to
keep a person out. Especially if
these problems are caused by na-
tional affiliation (but even if they
are not), the merits of national
affiliation should be seriously
weighed.
On the other hand, I take issue
with many of Mr. Burr's points;
I shall not attempt a detailed re-
futation in my shorter space. Even
in a college as small as Kenyon
smaller interest groups, social
groups, and groups of friends
naturally develop. To some ex-
tent, activies such as parties will
be organized around these groups;
and the college in being conscious
of social life will have to take
cognizance of them. If they are
to be regulated, some formal
structure is necessary. The alter-
natives to fraternities would thus
seem to be 1) a "division" or all-organization-- open
type system; or
2) the "total opportunity" system.
I feel that neither of these al-
ternatives is necessary, or would
even solve the problem. The first
alternative would weaken social
structure and possibly social life
more than might be advisable; the
second has many technical prob-
lems, since no one can be mean-
ingfully "assigned" to a fraternity:
fraternities differ in character to
some extent, and pledging does
not guarantee activation. In both
cases, the financial question must
also be considered.
It is alleged that students are
The Passing Parade
The Collegian commends the wise decision of Thomas J.
Edwards, Dean of Students, to abandon the abused tradition of
freshman hazing. It is especially gratifying that the Student
Council recently endorsed the decision, reached during the
summer.
A letter from the disturbed mother of a Kenyon freshman
(Collegian, Nov. 17, 1961) expressed chagrin over what she called
the pajama parade's "affronting the innate dignity of the freshmen."
This letter echoed the condemning vioce of then editor Stephen
C. Herbst, whose demands largely effected a thorough examination
of the hazing custom by authorities. The Collegian's coverage of
last year's inept and disorganized parade gave further evidence
of its worthlesness.
Contrary to supporters who claim we are inadvisably forsaking
worthwhile tradition and school spirit, the Collegian believes that
the parade's abolition is a more mature, constructive approach to
the orientation of freshmen and to the fostering of good inter-clas- s
relations. We wish to declare a final riddance to that
perverted pleasure called the Pajama Parade.
Who Cares?
"hurt" by being rejected by fra-
ternities. College students pre-
sumably either are mature or are
becoming mature, and a fair re-
jection should be no cause for
alarm. Rejection by a fraternity
is certainly no end to extracur-
ricular life; everyone is free to
attend almost every party, and
virtually no activity except fra-
ternity meetings themselves are
restricted along fraternity lines
(many members seem to regard
the latter as chores, not privel-eges- ).
If a student feels he must
"belong," he may join the Middle
Kenyon Association.
There is presently one apparent
weakness in the fraternity system:
there seems to be agreement that
too many freshmen were rejected
this year. If fraternity member-
ship is to be 60 or 70 of the
student body, they cannot be ex-
pected to carry the entire liquor
bill; something (other than "clos-
ing" fraternity parties) will have
to be done. I suspect that the
difficulty lies in fraternity size;
those with full divisions hesitate
to become larger, and there is a
fear that larger fraternities will
become more self-containe- d, hurt-
ing the present essential unity of
the student body.
I would suggest that the present
system is basically sound, and a
solution to the major ills it has
may be avilable in the new dormi-
tory. Formation of new fraterni-
ties could enlarge total fraternity
membership. I would suggest, as
a compromise, rearrangement of
division assignments and the es-
tablishment of one "optional
membership" association (or "in-depnde- nt"
division in each dormi-
tory. This would yield each fresh-
man more free choice of organi-
zational membership, and perhaps
give independents more seniority
in room assignments than they
now have. A student could then
live in any dormitory he chose;
no part of the College would be
really distinct from any other, and
a viable social structure would be
maintained.
Edward Ordrnan '64
When it was the Pan-Hellen- ic Council, it made rushing rules it
never enforced.
As the Interfraternity Council, it made a brief lunge toward
"home rule" and the following year settled for a pretentious "Gentle-
men's Agreement."
Last May it became the Interfraternity Committee of Student
Council and elected its officers unconstitutionally
No mater what its name, it always has managed to louse up theInterfraternity Singing Contest.
This year the IFC is discussing something. We think the topic
is the low percentage of freshman pledges, but we can't be sure.
You sec, the meetings are closed and the committee lias not reported
its doings to Council even though the Constitution says it must.
It has twice refused to meet with Michael Burr, a man who has
something to say about fraternities. Mr. Burr has been told to come
to next week's meeting. Twice.
Some fraternity members wonder what the IFC is doing.
But, in view of the group's past failures and repeated demonstra-
tions of its purposelessncss, who cares?
OCTOBER 25, 1963
EDITOR
Kochman Seeks End
To "Human Brutality"
To the Editors:
It seems to me that Mr Burr's
views on the fraternity system
here at Kenyon (Collegian, Oct.
11) are worthy of publication i!
only to stimulate objective thought
and appraisal. It is not my in.
tention, however, to discuss his
ideas, per se, to judge them or
him and his motives. Some of his
points were well made and well
supported; others were weak
Whether or not we agree with
him, I believe that it was thought-
less and cruel to hold him up tc
public ridicule as was done at
dinner following the distribution
of the Collegian. It was Mr.
Burr's right to express himself:
no one had the right to deny hin
that expression and it wa;
vicious to ridicule that expression.
Who knows what the outcome
of Kenyon's fraternity system wil
be? No one is capable of stand-
ing up and saying for certain tha:
there is only one absolute way o!
looking at the situation. To repea:
what the Collegian editors wrote
". . . such discussion of fraterni-
ties was much needed and lor.
overdo."
As far as sensitivity for other:
(or the lack of it) goes, a member '
of last year's freshman class at-- '
tempted suicide in May. It k
commonly accepted that he wa;
drunk at the time and also very
frustrated about finals. But i
doubt if that was all of it, I don':
believe that an individual can live
in a community from September
until May and be any toc
happy about living without an;
friends. People can rationalize
this, but I contend that this i-
ndividual was an isolated member
of the Kenyon community --
(
without any true friends, because
I guess, no one liked him wel
enough. Now I'm not carryiiu
Mr. Burr's torch that all the fr-
aternities should open their dooR
to any freshman for not al
men are "fraternity men," and Iff
not saying that the suicide wa;
attempted because the boy wa;
denied the "association and fee-
ling of belonging" derived frorr
fraternity membership. It wa;
something more basic than socia'
affiliation. It was human brutal
ity and insensitivity.
We can't escape from ourselvc;
we must live with ourselves --
and living with ourselves require;
living or coexisting with tho;;
about us. It's not easy we'f
not all compatible and we'r
far from perfect. But we car
make it easier on ourselves an:
others by just being more sens:
five and aware of others and the
feelings. If we were to suecee"
in this endeavor, it seems like!:'
that one would be less prone t.
criticize the fraternity syster
here at Kenyon, and, in fact
whatever were to become of th
fraternity system here at Kef.
yon would make little difference
Dick Kochman 'f;
Mr. Burr's challenge of dis-
crimination, while it provoked
the IFC into granting Burr an
audience at some future date-elicite- d
not one letter to the
editor in protest by a frater-
nity member. Do fraternities
in fact discriminate? Eds.
OCTOBER 25, 1963
Saga Sergeant Struggles
To Satisfy Sour Students
by Carl Mankowitx
Saga food manager Robert Stetson, looking not quite as harried
as usual, comfortably leaned back in his office chair and beamed
My concern is to satisfy students, which we are trying to do."
The crew-cu- t czar of repast then
went on to explain the results of
the food survey taken last spring.
The expected favorites of steak,
roast beef and apple pie for din-
ner, hamburgers and hot dogs for
lunch, and scrambled eggs for
breakfast ranked high on the list.
A few items which aren't served
also ranked well, and Stetson says
he will try these this year.
"I'M TRYING to plan in the
items according to the survey,"
he remarked, and added, "We will
work towards items that seem in
dicative that people like them and
want to see them."
Concerning cafeteria serving at
lunch, Stetson opined, "Personall-
y I feel cafeteria style will offer
more choices of items some guys
like," which are not now offered.
(Campus Senate recently ratified
cafeteria lunches. See article on
Council proceedings.)
Stetson expressed a desire to
continue the special meals, such
as the Italian style spaghetti din-
ner last year, complete with red-checker- ed
table cloths and candles
stuck in wine bottles. "It's gonna
be there this year," he promised,
while qualifying that with, "We'll
do them, as long as I feel they're
appreciated." "We'd like to try
the picnics again," he added.
JACK WOOD, affable Saga rep-
resentee covering southern
Ohio, and Stetson's immediate
superior, proudly exclaimed, "We
are very satisfied to say there
is no room for improvement
would be a mistake there is
room for improvement but I'm
very satisfied with Saga at Ken-yo- n,
from the manager on down
in the floor sweeper. My impres
sion is that the administration is
very satisfied."
In reply to complaints of poor
service and cold food, Stetson, in
a well-it's-obvio- us tone of voice
complained, "It's the new wait-
ers .. . the waiters themselves
must be acquainted with the pro-
cedures."
In response to those who com-
plained of the subtle substitution
of "Tang" for real orange juice at
nrpa Vfast. Wood broke in, "Its
so doggone expensive, it's like
FIRE FORCE FIGHTS
FLAMING FIELDS
At 2:30 p.m. of Thursday, Oct.
17, the all-too-fami- liar strains of
the Gambier Volunteer Fire De-
partment's siren were heard
wailing across campus. The cause
of the ensuing excitement and
speculation was a brush fire on
the fringes of Port Kenyon.
Fire Chief Charles Imel, Ken-vn- n
alnmrm now running Camp
Kokosing, explained that on the
morning of the 17th the college
disposed of some refuse at the
catch-a- ll township dump.
SOME PAPER WAS ignited and
left unattended. In the afternoon,
as the wind increased, some of
the flaming paper took flight and
ignited the fields of the nearby
airport. Because the grass of the
fields v.ari not been properly
bumed-of- f this fall, a good-size- d
blaze was kindled.
Firemen were soon on the scene.
They were able to back-bur- n the
fields and contain the fire, pre-
venting any damage. In their
task they were aided by a number
of stalwart Kenyon students. Imel
had nothing but praise for their
efforts and mentioned that they
had been lauded in the Mount
Vernon News.
throwing our mon ey, I should savyour money, away." Yet Stetson
piomised. "As soon
to get it, we'll
as I'm
back to
able
real
orange juice."
WITH THE ADDITION of a
steam-jackete- d kettle, Stetson
promised that the appearance of
lukewarm soup and gravy "should
not happen" this year. Stetson
attributed to waiter's slowness
stiff mashed potatoes, in which
the steam evaporates and leaves
them thicker than usual. Under-boile- d
potatoes he blamed on "an
error in judgment on the part of
the cook." He shrugged his
shoulders in ignorance over the
charges of watery gravy.
But bubbling Bob is a man of
action. He promised to look after
complaints. "Sure, of course, this
is my job. But I mean, we make
every effort to make sure every
item is top quality. Sometimes
it dosen't strike people that way,
but it's not because we don't try."
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SUMMER TRANQUILITY DISTURBED
BY DOGGED BARKING OVER BARK
by Dixie Long
Those yellow streamers brand-
ing beautiful trees between Mount
Vernon and Gambier last month
weren't there to lead the strays
back to Kenyon. They were one
part of the dog-fig- ht by a virulent-
ly vocal group to save the "na-
tural charms and beauty" of
Scenic Route 229.
It all began when the Ohio De-
partment of Highways decided Rt.
229 needed improvement. Survey
that pnsn ed. the heralded meeting
attracted a mere 20 interested stu
dents that following Sunday. The
hr,Hv of the students had been en
tred in studies in the loungeo o
Scholarship Funds Show
Significant Improvement
winnings of a successful ($6,500) GE CollegeFrom last spring's
. . arant ($1,400) from appreciative alumniHowl team nu n udmn-i- , -Lanes of Mount Vernon, threeChargerand a rift ($1,500) from
.
,. , o,arrlPr1 to freshmen. Three more win oe
scholarships nave urai o..- -
awarded next year.
ti ,,r,,q tnn meaeer to oe1 liC v w
placed in endowment, will be de-
pleted quickly, but the publicity
value of the College Bowl appear
ance is inestimable.
APPLICATIONS were in for
the class of '67 prior to the Bowl
orar, hut. the performance
probably influenced some late de
cisions. The program liKeiy nu
v, tn rln with the increased
number of prospective students
last spring, and Admissions
tor Tracy Scudder reports that he
interviewed some very superior
students over the summer who
first became interested in the Col-
lege through the appearance.
Scholarship winners were an-
nounced one month earlier last
; rrW to secure moreByline " ,
qualified students, ana i p -
fin rent the previousiiwui w -up
year) accepted. The experiment,
instrumental in securing ioui
tional Merit scholars, has become
policy. Other news from the
Scudder office includes the de-
cision of the Admissions Commit-
tee that predicted grade averages
will not be a criterion for admis-
sion in the future, and if new
Assistant Director of Admissions
.Tnhn Kneoper (Kenyon '62) has
v,,'c urav the averages will not
crews were dispatched, and work-
ing from these reports, desk-
bound engineers brazenly drew
the new route.
THE RESULT was a desk-boun- d
engineer's dream: straightened
curves, lowered terrains, improved
shoulders, and widened pavement
... at a cost of several hundred
trees and tens of acres of func-
tional private land.
Public abuse led to private ac-
tion. Gerald Walker, one of the
YELLOW TAGGED TREES DOOMED!
ON STATE ROUTE 229 EAST
Present Highway Dept. Plans Would Remove These Trees But
Slate Route 229 East to Gambier is Knox County's Only
"Scenic Route."
State Route 229 East is Not A Necessary Link in A Major
Highway Network.
Slate Route 229 East is Free of All Billboard Advertising.
State Route 229 East Abounds With Natural Dogwood and
Colorful Trees.
State Route 229 East Serves A Residential and Farm Area.
TOUR THIS ROUTE AND EXPRESS YOUR VIEWS AT PUBLIC
HEARING AT ROSSE HALL. KENYON COLLEGE. 2:30 P. M.
FRIDAY. SEPT. 20th.
34 MILLION DOLLARS of YOUR TAX MONEY is at Stake
IMPROVEMENT IS NECESSARY BUT NOT WHOLESALE
DESTRUCTION
Comm. For Preservation of Scenic Route 229
Gerald Walker, Chrn.
Facsimile of Advertisement placed by Preservation Committee.
INTERESTED FRESHMEN CAREFULLY
CONSIDER FRATERNAL AFFILIATION
by Rick Freeman
Two weeks ago, while the sev-
eral fraternities girded to goad
freshmen at the weekend's card
of rush parties, placards bearing
the following legend sprung up
mysteriously in the freshmen
dorms:
FRESHMEN: LET US CON-
SIDER
Questions have come to
mind concerning the prema
ture nature of the rush period
at Kenyon. Ask yourself: have
you made your own decision
or has the deadline made it
for you? Obviously, the fra-
ternity system has a great
bearing on the student's aca-
demic and social patterns in
his four years at Kenyon. It
look time to choose the right
college. Have these busy two
weekends given you a chance
to choose the right fraternity?
Conversely, have the frater-
nities had enough time lo
choose the right freshmen?
We feel that a possible solu-
tion might be to postpone the
rushing period lo the second
semester. We would like to
emphasize that this proposal
is in no way anti-fraternit- y.
An informal and objective
discussion on this issue will
be held in Norton Hall lounge
Sunday evening, Oclober 13
at 7:30 P.m.
DesDite the wild controversy
even be caluculated.
THE GRADES HAVE tended to
prejudice the Committee in con
sidering an applicant, and in live
vears of use have not proven as
accurate as expected. A shortage
of secondary school guidance per-
sonnel has Scudder worried. The
recommendations of guidance
counselors responsible for students
can hardly be reliable, but notes
that guidance workers seem to be
better informed about Kenyon.
Amid the needed policy innova
tions and the perennial anxiety
there is cause for embarassment:
the hieh attrition rate last year.
To the charge that this depart
ment is in part responsible, bud-de- r
insists that the professors are
tightening up more than ever.
AND KNEPPER assures us that
the screening of applicants will be
more discriminating than ever.
Finally, in accordance with Ken-,'-c
curriculum reforms, admis
sions personnel will be looking
for students with special abilities
and treated the proceedings with
an air of detached amusement.
Several other drifted in to trade
broadsides for bromides while
the more vocal of the Interested
Students reviewed the salient
points of the issue. Floyd Linton,
notable among the group that
formed the nucleus of the ephe
meral movement, attempted to
brine home several acute observa
tions on the fraternity structure
and its handling of the rush
1) Freshmen cannot objec-
tively choose a fraternity
on the basis of the rush
parties, their beer-befogg- ed
brains refusing to
function in this regard.
2) Second semester, and even
second year rush has
proved effective at all the
institutions in whose com-
pany Kenyon likes to place
itself. (e.g. Dartmouth,
Wesleyan, Trinity, etc.)
3) Lastly, the time element
involved in choosing a fra-
ternity is such that the
student is forced to rely
on intuition rather than
reason in choosing the
right fraternity.
Linton also predicted the large
showing among the independent
ranks by this year's freshman
class. He feels that this trend may
not only raise some eyebrows a-mo- ng
the Intrafraternity Council,
but may compel the powers to re
consider the rush picture.
One concrete proposal emerged
f,. tho mpptine. Alerted to
thp arrival of Dean Bruce Hay
wood in the Norton lounge that
following Tuesday, the students
agreed to present the Dean with
their sentiments at that time.
THE HOUR ARRIVED. The mo
tinn Dresented, the Dean consid
ered a moment, then noted that
second semetser rush had been
tPt.pd at Kenyon for two years
with unsatisfactory results. In the
same breath, he said that he was
with the group leaders
in their contention that the choice
of fraternity for most freshmen is
an intuitive matter.
Midweek, the placards disap-
peared as mysteriously as they
--,p The Norton poster fell to
the hands of a fouled, frenzied,
freshman returning from a round
narties.
Preferential lists were submitted
last Sundtay.
involved property owners and
operator of Walker Lumber Co.,
organized a Committee for the
Preservation of Scenic Route 229.
His group branded the doomed
trees, painted billboards, and ad-
vertised in the Mount Vernon
News.
MORE IMPORTANT, the Com-
mittee directly approached the
Highway Department and found
that "real good" cooperation had
replaced the brutish insensitivity
to natural beauty of the original
plans.
Walker sueeested alternate pro
posals and convinced the Depart
ment of the scenic and financial
savings to be had with his plans
(a Highway Department figure
conceded that Walker's proposals
saved the Department "consider-
able" money on the $891,400 pro-
ject. By saving trees instead of
destroying them, the Department
saves the hundreds of dollars in
property damage a good tree is
worth). Walker estimates his
group has saved 150 hardy trees.
The Committee's insistence on
preserving 229's sylvan scene
found unusual opposition. Mr.
Paul Walker of Walker's Green-
house was "more concerned with
the safety of our children . . .
than we are with a few petty
bushes, pasture fields, and trees! !
Would You, the Public, Trade a
Tree for the Life of a Child?" he
asked in a newspaper ad.
So a greenhouseman for de
struction, a lumberman for pres
ervation.
FURTHER MUDDYING of the
Kokosing water road came from
Kenyon's administration. Former
Dean Bailey was quoted as op-
posing the improvement by the
Mount Vernon News. To quote
directly, "Bailey said he was long
assocoiated with the high accident
rate of Kenyon students using the
secnic route, but noted almost all
of the accident occured when the
students were enroute back to
Gambier after the bars closed in
Mount Vernon.
(Cont. on page 6, col. 1)
Fraternities Fumble;
Fail To Sell Selves
One hundred twenty-nin- e fresh-
men out of 212 pledged a frater
nity; 83 did not. Some 60.8
pledged a fraternity.
Thirty six submitted bids that
were not accepted. Forty-seve- n
did not submit bids.
Last year 144 of 205, or 68.5
joined. Thirty-nin- e submitted
bids that were not accepted;
22 did not submit bids.
Dean of Students Tom Edwards
attributed the decline in percent
age pledged to a variety of fac-
tors He claimed that exposure
to anti-fraterni- ty opinion via the
first issue of the Collegian may
have influenced some freshmen.
Discussion about the new upper- -
class dorm may have also had an
effect.
BUT THE DEAN also pointed
out that the fraternities "didn t
sell themselves very well this
,
. V,nt VlPyear. tie also suggesi.cu u.- -i
overall needs of some m tne ciass
of 1967 as well as those of future
classes, may be sufficiently satis
fied by the academic program.
Tn snnnort. he cited the lower
number of freshmen out for sports
so far this year. "As the college
selective," he reasoned,gets more
"It will get students oriented
towards scholarship who don't
need to belong to a fraternity to
fulfill their needs."
DEAN EDWARDS observed
that the actual number of pledges
was constant from last year to
this, and that while the number
who did not submit bids more
than doubled, that "this is a de-
ceiving" and "tricky" number.
PAGE FOUR
BAKER TAKES LOOK
AT RUNCIMAN TALK
by Professor Robert Baker
From the First Crusade to the present century, views about the
crusades have ranged from the highly idealized to the bitterly
critical reflecting more the historians' prejudices than an impartial
study of the crusading movement.
Even the word crusade, becom-
ing only in the eighteenth century
the usual expression for these
medieval expeditions, has made
an impartial treatment more diffi-
cult, acquiring as it has (thanks
largely to Thomas Jefferson) the
meaning of a war waged in de-
fense of some ideal. What is most
urgently needed are historians
capable of seeing this "vast epic"
without prejudice and in its world
setting. These were the major
points made by Sir Steven Runci-ma- n
in his witty lecture, "Chang-
ing Views on the Crusades," given
Monday evening, Oct. 14, in Philo-mathesi- an
Hall.
SIR STEVEN rapidly reviewed
the origins of the idea of a "holy
war." He pointed out how the
dangers for those going on
pilgrimage to the Spanish shrine
of St. James at Campostela led
the monks of Cluny to promote
armed expeditions against the
Spanish Moslems. In time, they
interested the popes in their work
and won for those who undertook
these campaigns spiritual benefits.
When, in 1095, Urban II called on
the chivalry of France to move
against the Moslems in the Holy
Land, he was simply adopting an
idea already developed in Spain.
It was the various interpreta-
tions given by historians since the
year 1095 that formed the main
theme of Sir Steven's lecture. For
the Moslems their first reaction
was to
'
consider these Crusaders
as a new wave of brabarians seek-
ing land and booty. Only later
did they recognize the religious
drive behind these expeditions,
and this roused in them a remind-
er of their own religious duty to
fight for their faith. Yet, modern
Moslem scholars and Arabists
(Cont. on page 6)
Asked why he chose this topic,
he replied: j
"The Self -- Study subcommittee
on Student Life recommended
that there should be a regular
series of lectures dealing with sex.
I know it will be of real interest
to students. I think I may have
something to say interesting, if
not finally satisfying, to every-
one."
MR. HETTLINGER said no
women will be allowed in the
lecture because he feels the male
audience will feel less inhibited
in asking questions if no women
are present.
He said that homosexuality and
masturbation will be discussed,
although "some aspects of the
subjects will have to be touched
on lightly because of time."
As a preliminary, the Chaplain
offered this: "I shall be highly
critical of much of the traditional
church attitudes on the subject
because I don't happen to think
they are really Christian. While
I think that at certain points of
what I have to say will only be
convincing from the basis of
Christian thinking, I hope it will
be persuasive to all. I am cer-
tainly not going to try to lay
down dogmatic answers. I hope
to be able to appeal to the under-
standing and good sense of most
responsible people."
Proceeds to Nyasaland
Puppet Show To
Present Satire
Your dollars go a long way at
Kenyon. The proceeds of two
Bexley-sponsore- d puppet pro-
grams Monday go to Nyasaland,
a British protectoarte in south-
eastern Africa and will be used
to build the Almus and Merriel
Thorp House, a home for a clergy-
man. The title is in honor of the
Rev. Almus Thorp, Dean of Bex-le- y
Hall, and his wife.
The programs feature George
Latshaw, of Cleveland, one of
America's foremost puppeteers.
He works with puppets of all
sizes, from tiny models to the
life-siz- e and bigger-than-lif- e ones
which have appeared with the
Detroit Symphony. He has also
been on television and in the mov-
ies, and has represented the
United States at the International
Puppet Festival.
The shows that Latshaw will
present at trie Hilll Theater are
Wilbur and the Giant and Hand
in Glove. The former, to be at
2:30 p.m., is a children's fairy tale
about a boy and a persuing mon-
ster.
The latter, starting at 8:30, is an
adult show consisting of several
humorours sequences. One of
them, "This Hammer for Hire,"
is a satire on detective stories in
which all of the characters are
tools hardware tools, that it.
Admission per show costs $1.00
for persons of or below high
school age and $1.50 for adults.
HETTLINGER WILL AIR
ETHICS OF SEX AT KCF
"Sex and the Single Student" will be the topic for the first Kenyon
Christian Fellowship meeting Sunday night at 7:15 o'clock. Anticipa-
tory of a pregnant crowd, the lecture and ensuing discussion will be
held in Philo Hall, with College Chaplain Richard Hettlinger leading
the program.
CIDER S.70 a gal. (your jug)
S.80 a gallon (our jug)
APPLES S1.00 a peck
S3. 50 a bushel
Walker's Apples
on road to Mount Vernon
KNOX COUNTY
AUTOMOBILE CLUB
Complete
Travel
Service
Phone 392-482- 1
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McGowan Leaves
Registrar Post
At Semester End
The resignation of Stuart Rice
McGowan as registrar of the Col-
lege was accepted by the Board of
Trustees at its Saturday meeting.
McGowan will step down from
his office of 25 years on Jan. 25,
1964. He will continue as pro-
fessor of history and political
science, a position he has held
since 1956.
McGowan received a bachelor
of philosophy degree from Ken-
yon in 1928 and a master of arts
degree from Western Reserve
University in 1938. He was as-
sistant to the president of Kenyon
in 1929 and 1930 and began teach-
ing in 1930. He was dean of stu-
dents here from 1946 to 1948.
FATS
. . .
(Cont. from page 1)
tivity last week by a statement
of Michael Burr in the Oct. 11
Collegian. Burr's statement
charged discrimination in Kenyon
fraternities.
After the furor at last Satur-
day's meeting had subsided, the
Council appointed a committee to
look into the dormitory situation.
The committee comprises Edgar
G. Davis '53, Indianaplois; William
Chadeayne '50, Columbus; Fred
Barry, Jr. '42, and Walter C.
Curtis '37 both of Mount Vernon.
Rounding out the the list of in-
terested committees is an ad hoc
group created last May by Dr.
Lund. Chaired by Dean Edwards,
the committee comprises Dean
Haywood, Treasurer- - Business
Manager Samuel Lord, the Rev.
Richard Hettlinger, and Professor
D. T. Finkbeiner. The group has
not yet made a report.
The number of groups which
intend to dirty their hands on the
upperclass dorm issue spells a big
job for the FATS committee. The
committee seems destined to be
confronted with a mass of red
tape and conflicting reports un-equal- ed
in Kenyon's history.
For Economy & Convenience
CAMPUS CLEANERS
Offers you the opportunity
to buy an Economy Book for
$9.00, which entitles you to
$11.00 worth of dry cleaning
and laundry.
Shirts 5 for $1.00 (finished)
Trousers low as 35c (finished)
BASEMENT OF VILLAGE INN
Open 10-- 5 Daily
Haven't depleted your book
deposit yet? Try.
New Drother Juniper book
Well Done Brother Juniper
New Atheneum Paparbacks
Mark Schorer Book Display
Halloween Cards
All Bestsellers
New Prints
New Records Everyday
New Odetta Record
Sunday N.Y. Times(available 10:30 a.m. Mon.)
Christmas Card Albums
Kenyon
College Bookstore
Have you ever eaten a "Siveetie Pie"?
HOLIDAY RESTAURANT
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 7 A.M. to 7:30 P.M.
109 South Main Street, Mount Vernon, Ohio
PROFESSOR SUTCLIFFE
RECALLS MARK SCHORER
Mark Schorer, chairman of the
department of English at the Uni-
versity of California,: Berkeley,
will lecture Monday in Rosse Hall
on "The Modern Hero in Contem-
porary Literature."
He was a Briggs-Copelan- d Fel-
low at Harvard College in the
middle 'forties, and and thereby
held one of the posts most coveted
by young writers. Delmore Sch-
wartz was a Fellow at the same
time; so was Wallace Stegner.
Those three names are enough
to indicate the care with which
these Fellows were chosen. They
had the title of Assistant Profes
sor in English (department of
Freshman English) and they had
five-ye- ar appointments. The rest
of us were instructors on annual
review. No wonder that we looked
at them with awe and were as-
tonished at the prodigious amounts
of work they were able to do.
ONE MAY STILL look with
awe at Schorer and for the same
reason. He is head of what might
well be the largest Department of
English in the country but he
doesn't allow that burden of duty
to obstruct his life as a scholar,
as you may see by reading his
recent (1961) huge and exciting
Williams
Flower Shop
114 South Main Street
392-208- 6 392-207- 6
D. GARVER1CK, C. P. P.
CERT. PROFESSIONAL PHGTOGRAPHER
31 E. GAMBIER STREET
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO
ANTON'S LOUNGE
Pizza made to order
Italian Spaghetti
CARRY OUT 393-397- 6
222 South Main St.
Soft Drinks
Party Supplies
Soaps and Bleaches
BEST FRESH FRUIT
KOKOSING
MARKET
8:00 to 6:00 DAILY
Close Wednesday Noon
diography of Sinclair Lewis. Go
to a professional meeting and he
is there, usually reading a paper.
During his tenure of the Briggs-Copelan- d
Fellowship he wrote
William Blake: The Politics of
Vision, a book that earned him
international fame as a scholar.
Before that he had published two
novels, A House Too Old (1935)
and The Hermit Place (1941).
One became quite accustomed
to finding his short stories and
critical articles whenever one
picked up a copy of the Kenyon
Review or The New Yorker or
The Atlantic. Nobody could have
been surprised when he was re-
cently elected to The National
Institute of Arts and Letters,
which is perhaps the chief honor
that can be accorded a writer in
this country.
THESE FACTS account in part
for the pleasure with which we
look forward to having Mark
Schorer on our campus for a
couple of days. On Tuesday morn-
ing at 11:00 he will address the
American Literature course (Philo
Hall) on problems of writing bi-
ography, particularly the biog-
raphy of Sinclair Lewis. Visitors
will be welcome.
D. S.
Shirts by Gant
Sport Coats by Cricketeer
Jackets by Lakeland
Bass Weejuns
Clark Desert Boot
Sport Belts
Top-Side- rs
Sweaters
Lemasters
Main St., Mount Vernon, Ohio
For Quality
Dry Cleaning
: nd Shirt Service
It's B AIR'S
3 West High (just off Square)
ROOMS AVAILABLE
For Weekend Guests
CAMP KOKOSING
Chuck Imel 427-279- 1
AL'S
BARBER SHOP
WALK IN OR BY
APPOINTMENT
Your Satisfaction Assured
This Sunday Oct. 27
BLACKBOARD JUNGLE
Sidney Poitier Glen Ford Anne Francis
November 2 and 3 in connection with The
German Department's exhibit:
Brecht's
KUHLE WAMPE
All Shows Start 8:30 Rosse Hall
SUBSCRIBE TO THE
MOUNT VERNON NEWS
Keep Vp-To-Da- le On
SPOUTS
CURRENT EVENTS
AMUSEMENTS TV MOVIES
COMING EVENTS
Phone our Circulation Dept.
392-283- 6
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Ob Well
YOUNG CRUSADERS DEMOLISH
LAVEMEN; TWO RECORDS SET
by Lou Berney
Kenyon's homecoming festivit-
ies were marred for a few
minutes before afternoon kegs
were tapped by the unexpected
defeat of the football team by
Wilmington on Oct. 12, 27-1- 3. The
Lords opened the scoring, sat back
and developed butterfingers, and
gave away three fumbles and four
touchdowns as they went down
or the ninth straight time.
Both teams obligingly gave
spectators an opportunity to ac-
climate themselves by going scorel-
ess in the first quarter. A Wil-
mington pass play from Bill Lewis
to Harry Daniels moved the ball
62 yards to the Lord seven, but
the defense held and the Quakers
unsuccessfully attempted a 27-ya- rd
field goal. A 75-ya- rd sprint
by freshman Bucky Williams
went for naught as the sputtering
Kenyon offense was stopped twice
inside the Wilmington 20.
MIDWAY in the second quarter,
Williams lugged the ball for 13
yards and the first score of the
ball game. Freshman Doug Morse
kicked the extra point and the
Lords led 7-- 0. The Quakers
scored twice before the half, on a
recovered fumble in the end zone,
and a one-yar- d plunge by fulback
Tom Moss. Speedy halfback Mark
Buckner ran for two points foll-
owing the first Quaker touchd-
own, and Wilmington led at the
half, 14-- 7.
Moss opened the scoring for
Wilmington in the second half
with an eight-yar- d run. Bill
Lewis's conversion was good. The
final Quaker score of the day foll-
owed a Kenyon fumble on the
Lord's four-yar- d line. One play
later Buckner ran for the touchd-
own. With 3:16 remaining in the
game and victory well out of
reach, Morse, subbing for quarterb-
ack Mike Wood, pitched a touchd-
own aerial to split end Bill
Sweeney.
The most exciting thing about
the game as far as the subdued
homecoming crowd was concerned
was the halftime performance of
the Mount Vernon Marching 100
and a youngster extremely tal-
ented at catching a couple of
batons.
K W
First Downs Rushing 6 11
First Downs Passing 8 3
First Downs Penalties 0 1
Total First Downs 14 15
Net Yards Rushing 166 237
Passes Attempted 22 14
Passes Completed 9 4
Passes Had Intercepted 2 0
Yards Gained Passing 124 118
Total Offense 290 355
Pun,ting Average 41.3 33.5
Fumbles Lost 3 1
HUES' OFFICE
MACHINE REPAIR
ALL MAKES OF TYPEWRITERS
AND RECORD PLAYERS
10 North Mulberry St.
PHOTO SUPPLIES
REFINISHING
TOBACCO and PIPES
HECKLER'S DRUG
West Side Public Square
by Bill Seymour
The Lords dropped their fourth
straight football game of the sea-
son last Saturday, when they lost
to Capital University in an un-
even contest. Playing before a
homecoming crowd of over 2,000
fans, the Crusaders of Columbus
romped to a 52-- 6 victory. In the
course of the game Capital also
set new team records for most
first downs (32) and most yards
gained (548) in a single contest.
The pitifully - outclassed Lords
were never in the game: they
trailed all but 10 minutes of the
first quarter.
CAPITAL SCORED first. After
stopping Kenyon's second attempt
to move the ball, Cap took over
on the Lord's 42-ya- rd line and
marched in for the score on three
runs. Two of those were by fresh-
man fullback Lenny James but
quarterback Ron Paxson gained
credit for his first touchdown of
the day by sprinting in from the
eighteen. The Gambier gridmen
then followed with their lone
tally. After running the kickoff
back to their thirty-thre- e yard
line, the Lords drove downfield,
culminating their march with a
12-ya-
rd pass from Mike Wood to
Ken Klug. Quarterback Wood
was the key man in this drive, as
he also ran once for 30 yards
when his receivers were covered.
Also instrumental in the score
was a personal foul against Cap-
ital which enabled the Lords to
retain the ball in a crucial situa-
tion.
From this point on it was all
Ron Paxson and Co. as the erst-
while fighting Lutherans scored
twice more in the first half and
added a field goal and four seven-pointe- rs
in the last two periods.
Sophomore Paxson, easily the star
of the game, passed for 72 yards,
ran for 134 more, and figured in
three of the last six TD's. Two
were passes, one each to end Dick
Angelou and halfback Jack Pet-torin- i,
and the other was a 32-ya- rd
run. The remaining touch-
downs were scored on jaunts by
freshman fullback Joe Grooms,
second-strin- g QB Dave O'Patry,
and HB Dean Oshida. Oshida,
also a freshman, the smallest man
on the tern at 5' 8" and under 150
pounds, had been moved to the
starting squad for the first time
this game and certainly justified
this action. Fast and tricky, he
ran in to score from the nineteen
in the first quarter, then scamp-
ered across the line again in the
second half on a play that was
MODEL AIRPLANES
Scale - Flying - Plastic
STAMP AND COIN
SUPPLIES
STUNT AND
SPORT ENGINES
John's Hobby
Center
23 West Vine St.
called back because of an illegal
formation penalty. Charlie Dau-benmi- er
then booted a 24-ya- rd
field goal. Daubenmier was also
seven for seven on extra point at-
tempts and did a good job on
kickoffs and punts.
FRESHMEN PLAY a key role
in Capital's football hopes for the
present and future. Nearly a
third of the over sixty man squad
are first year men. They are ably
represented on the starting team
as well, with right guard Paul
Ward, halfbacks Oshida and Pet-terin- i,
and fullback Lenny James;
Daubenmier is also a freshman.
The young Crusader starters also
include three sophomores, assur-
ing Capital of a Kenyon-beatin- g
squad for some time to come.
Summing up Saturday's game,
one could say that it was a capital
victory.
K C
First Downs Rushing 7 28
First Downs Passing 7 4
First Downs Penalties 1 0
Total First Downs 12 32
Net Yards Rushing 116 510
Passes Attempted 21 12
Passes Completed 10 5
Passes Had Intercepted 2 1
Yards Gained Passing 92 81
Total Offense 208 591
Punting Average 28 32
Yards Kickoff Returns 184 35
Yards Penalized 0 60
Fumbles Lost 1 0
FOOTBALL LEAGUES
HEADED BY LAST
YEAR'S POWERS
by Jay Levenson
Kenyon's intramural sports pro-
gram opened up the 1963-6- 4 sea-
son Oct. 7, when 12 of the 14
football teams clashed on the air-
port fields. Half-wa- y through the
season, it is apparent that last
year's powerhouses are continuing
to field strong squads.
SOUTH LEONARD, last year's
champs, boasts a 3-- 0 record, in-
cluding a 32-- 0 whitewash of Psi
U. This year, however, East Wing
is also making a strong bid for
the American League crown. Af-
ter scraping by in its first two
contests, East Wing exploded,
clobbering Lewis Hall, 60-- 6, and
Bexley-Watso- n, 54-- 0.
Last year's runner-up- , East Di-
vision, heads the list of contend-
ers for the National League lead
with a 3-- 0 record. A fast-movi- ng
Middle Leonard squad is hot on
their heels, however, with a 4-- 1
record that including a 51-- 7 romp
over ALO.
In the National League, Middle
Kenyon and Norton Hall are also
featuring powerful teams. Norton,
2-- 1 for the season, has dumped
the Alumni House 46-- 0 and ALO
39-- 0 Middle Kenyon has pulled
the biggest upset so far this sea-
son, stopping the Delts by a 22-1- 7
spread.
According to intramural direc-
tor, Coach Don White, the inter-leagu- e
championships will prob-
ably be played during the week
of November 4. This date is still
tentative as allowances may have
to be made for postponed games.
THE PEOPLES BANK
GAMBIER, OHIO
Cheques are serviced at a cost of two cents per cheque, and in this connection
the depositor purchases a book of 25 cheques at a cost of fifty cents.
There are no other service charges on checking accounts except the monthly
maintenance charge, which is fifty cents per month, and which applies only to
accounts where the balance falls below $50.00.
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Si i.
End Ken Klug wards
Lords Beat Scots After
Dropping Five Straight
by David Cerlian
Sophomore Geoff Boynton slam-
med in two goals Wednesday as
Kenyon's soccer team shut out
Wooster, 2-- 0, to break out of its
five game losing streak.
The contest featured the boom-
ing kicks of freshman Bob Patrick
and the fine play of sophomore
Mike Dyslin. Dyslin set up Boyn-ton'- s
second goal and played a
crisp, hustling game at wing.
Kenyon's soccer record became
a losing one on Oct. 10 when the
Lords were overrun, 7-- 0, by Akron
University.
The Zips didn't take long to get
rolling by the end of the first
quarter they had broken ahead by
four points. After a scoreless sec-
ond period, they added a point
in. the third quarter. Two more
in the last quarter finished the
scoring and doomed the Lords to
their second shut-ou- t.
Anxious to redeem itself before
the sympathetic eyes of the home-
coming alumni, a fired-u- p Kenyon
team made a strong but vain at-
tempt against the Buckeyes of
Ohio State U. Lee Bowman tal-
lied for Kenyon in the first
The Collegian announces the
resignation of senior Richard
Scheidenhelm as sports editor
and the appointment of sopho-
more Lou Berney to fill the
post. Scheidenhelm will con-
tinue to write and serve the
newspaper in an advisory
capacity.
Roblee
Edgerton
Nunn-Bus- h
P. F.'s including
JACK PURCELL MODEL
SHOE CARE NEEDS
MAGER'S
Quality Footwear
Main Street, Mount Vernon, O.
ZINK'S FRUIT MKT.
FANCY FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES
Good Cheese Too!
309 South Main St.
Pipes
Students Welcome
VILLAGE INN
Now Under New Management
4
' s5
'rm
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off tackier.
quarter, which ended in a 1- -1 tie.
The second period saw no
changes in the score, but John
Cuff booted one in for the home
team after halftime. Kenyon's 2-- 1
lead didn't hold up; the Buckeyes
put two fourth-perio- d goals away
to take the game 3 -- 2.
The Lords fought another rela-
tive Colossus in the form of Ohio
University, Oct. 15, in Athens.
The clubs held each other score-
less over the first half, but the
Bobcats finally threaded two shots
through our defenses for the vic-
tory.
Against invading Oberlin last
Sunday, the Lords were unable
to coordinate and play as a team,
Oberlin broke the ice with two
goals in the initial quarter".' The
second quarter saw Kenyon's Jim
Foster send two quick shots past
the Oberlin goalie, but the Lords
were down, 5-- 2, by halftime. Ken-
yon never got moving again, and
Oberlin insured its victory with
another tally in the waning
moments of play. Kenyon shows
two victories in seven games with
three games remaining.
THE HUT
BEER PIZZA
COME SEE JO-J- O
109 W. Ohio Ave. 393-682- 6
spiff
Knox Beverage
Company
633 Howard St. 393-- 1 356
LEARN TO BOX!!
BE A MASTER IN THE ART OF SELF-DEFENS- E.
EXPERT TRAINERS' SEC-
RETS CAN BE YOURS! NO EQUIP-
MENT NEEDED. FORM A CAMPUS
BOXING CLUB . AMONG YOUR
FRIENDS FOR FUN. SELF-CONFIDEN- CE
AND REAL PHYSICAL FIT-
NESS. COMPLETE BROCHURE AND
LESSON ONE DOLLAR. SEND TO:
PHYSICAL ARTS GYM. 363 Clinton
Street, Hempstead, Long Island, New
York.
Tobacco
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Baker Reviews Runciman Fraternities . . .
(Cont. from page 4) (Cont. from page 1)
consider the religious motive as
negligible, preferring to empha
size economic motivation. In addi
tion, they usually dismiss the
Crusades and Crusaders' states as
insignificant events. This view of
the Crusades, Sir Steven pointed
out, gives comfort to the Moslems
who can regard Israel in the same
light, as having no more of a
future than the ephermeral states
of the Crusaders.
Eastern Christians, on the whole.
recognized the strength of the re-
ligious motives that had impelled
the Crusaders to take the routes
to the East. Most suspicious were
the Byzantine Greeks, who saw
other than religious motives. And
the quarrels between Greeks and
Latins, which climaxed in the
Fourth Crusade with the capture
of Byzantium by Latin crusaders,
led to bitter reproaches, not only
by the Byzantine Christians but
those of Armenia. They tended
to see the Crusades as an unwar
ranted interference in the East
which ruined all possibility of
peaceful relations between Mos
lems and Christians. Modern
Greek writers, however, in their
desire since the early ninteenth
century to identify themeselves
with the western world have shied
away from strong criticism of the
Crusades. Armenian writers, by
contrast, have adopted a purely
Marxist interpretation of the cru
sading motives.
Save The Trees . . .
(Cont. from page 3)
Bailey agreed with Walker that
gasoline and alcohol don't mix,
regardless of the type of highway.
All present agreed that making
the highway straighter will make
for greater speed."
PRESIDENT LUND found "no
tree is worth the life of one Ken-yo- n
College youth, or one Mount
Vernon child." Confessing "I love
trees, and, together with Robert
Frost, I can say some or my best
friends are trees," Lund asked
the Directors of the Chamber of
Commerce for "your continued
support for the improvement of
that section of State Highway 229
connecting Mount Vernon and
Gambier."
He also revealed "in 1962 there
were 18 accidents 10 involving
property damage and 8 involving
personal injury. Already this year,
within this short five-mil- e stretch
of road there have been 10 ac-
cidents 5 with property damage
and 5 leading to injuries to 7
people and few, if any, attribn-ta- l
to drunken driving," obviously
in reply to Bailey's statement and
snidely received by several Mount
Vernon people this editor inter-
viewed.
Finally all groups met Sept. 20
in Rosse Hall and accord was
reached. The road will be widened
from its present 18 feet to 24 feet
with 10-fo- ot shoulders except
where curbs and gutters are used
in lieu of shoulders to prevent
property damage.
ALSO STORM sewers instead
of wide drainage ditches will be
installed in some areas and berms
are being narrowed from 10 feet
to two feet. The work is scheduled
for fiscal 1965, which means pos-
sible construction in the fall of
1964.
Walker promised to continue
his crusade in behalf of all trees
on 229 and extracted a committ-
ment from the Highway Depart-
ment to judge each tree on its
own grounds.
Such was the fight to save Knox
County's only 'Scenic' route.
BARNCORD'S SHOE
REPAIR
ON THE SQUARE
Soling and Heeling
EVEN IN western Europe criti
cism of the Crusades was not slow
in developing. The first chroni
cles were enthusiastic; the success
of the First Crusade seemed to
show God's approval. It was first
the continuing failures, then the
use of crusades by the papacy
to defeat their political enemies
in Europe that roused doubt
about their value. By the end
of the Middle Ages the whole
notion of crusading was in such
disrepute that to oppose the
serious menace of the Ottoman
Turks the papacy could find no
supporters for a new Crusade.
Yet, from the late Renaissance an
idealized and romantic view of
the Crusades again had currency.
chiefly as a result of an epic poem
of Torffuato Tasso which fixed
the chivalric and romantic aspects
of the Crusades in the minds of
western Europeans. In fact, only
with the publication of documents,
which began in the seventeenth
century, was it possible to attempt
scholarly histories.
The first balanced view, in the
sense of including Moselm sources,
was that of Gibbon, whose two
monumental continental works
based on documentary materials
appeared in the first half of the
nineteenth century. This more
scholarly effort to understand the
Crusades was stunted, however,
by
.far more readable, and far
more romantic, Sir Walter Scott,
whose novels once more stressed
the noble and chivalric elements.
Yet, if the ordinary reader learned
about the Crusades from Scott,
scholarly works continued.
Now, however, it was not lack
of knowledge but national preju
dices that marred these studies.
Most notably French historians
could not forget the Crusades had
given France special rights in the
Levant and could not forbear to
talk of the civilizing influence of
French culture. German and Eng
lish scholars, on the whole, simply
adopted the view that the Cru
sades had done more good than
harm, a view flatly rejected by
Sir Steven.
Contemporary historians, Sir
Steven concluded, are not only
aware of the need to assess all
economic, social, political and reli
gious factors, but also of the neces-
sity to place the Crusades in their
world perspective. The best-fitte- d
to undertake this, he suggested,
may be Americans who are im-
mune to the national prejudices
that taint the studies of European
and Moslems. Sir Steven ended
with the hope that future treat-
ments of this "tragic" epic will
give to all participants their due;
for through a better understand-
ing of the Crusades and the past
generally, we may hope to achieve
a better understanding of the
years to come.
CINAMMON ROLLS
PINEAPPLE TART
GLAZED DONUTS
APPLE FILLED
JELLY FILLED
CAKE ICED
CAKE STICK
CAKE SUGAR
THE DONUT HOLE
ON THE SQUARE
:
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Aerial vie-- v shows construction progress on Peirce Annex.
Goals and Achievements . . .
WASH & WEAR SLACKS $4.95 up
(Tan, Olive, Black)
McGregor sportswear
Sweaters, Jackets, Sport Shirts,
Rain Ponchoes for
Stadium Wear (Blue, Red) Double $5.95
WORLEY'S
Main Street, Mount Vernon, Ohio
(Cont. from page 1)
". . . valuable informal contacts
between faculty and students
would be achieved if the practice
. . . of fraternities inviting indiv
idual members of the faculty for
an informal evening bull session
were extended.
"The impression, fostered in
some areas by alumni and nodding
acquaintances of the College, that
Kenyon is no more than a hard-drinkin- g
social school, bears little
relation to the present facts."
SOME STATEMENTS in the re
port bear a striking resemblance
to the infamous "Gentlemen's
Agreement" of the Interfraternity
Committee:
"No student should bring a girl
of doubtful reputation on campus
or ever involve his own guest in
any situation which may reflect
on her reputation. A Kenyon
student should be expected at all
times to respect his female friend
and to avoid pressure which
forces her into any situation in
which her best judgment and in- -
RINGWALT'S
MEN'S
SHOP it"Juse astep fromthe flicks."
RAINCOAT?
Expertly tailored Poplin wash-
able and waterproof short, av-
erage & tall sizes 34-4- 6 $10.99 up
GELSANLITER'S
OFFICE EQUIPMENT
PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
RCA VICTOR
Radios
Record Players
Flowers by
WALKERS
392-89- 1 1
On road to Mount Vernon
terest are compromised."
Wistfully, the report says that
"the lot of Kenyon students
(could be) greatly improved if a
separate but associated college for
girls were to be built nearby."
THE REPORT is not without
humor: "The answers given by
students to the questionnaire on
the subject of the need for a Col-
lege Psychologist indicate that,
while very few think they them-
selves need such help, many would
advise their friends to seek it."
"However," the report goes on,
"experience suggests that there is
a serious need for a clinical psy-
chologist on the campus."
The subcommittee also hopes to
replace the "entirely inadequate"
infirmary with a "fireproof build-
ing situated in the vicinity of
Peirce Hall."
Members of the subcommittee
were the Rev. Richard F. Hett-linge- r,
chairman; Dean Thomas J.
Edwards; Professor James F.
Hoyle, and students Perry Lentz
'64 and Bruce Rogers '62.
INSTRUCTION . . .
(Cont. from page 1)
place greater value on term
papers; to "place less reliance on
grades and accumulative average;"
a greater emphasis attention to
letters of reference; to increase
private and independent study;
and to stress the long-ter- m as-
signment to "place a premium on
the student's creative ability and
on his capacity to deal with large
bodies of material."
Mount Vernon's
Best
PIZZA
PIZZA VILLA
NEW LOCATION
10 EAST OHIO AVE.
PHONE 392-896- 6
Clip and Save
FOOD BEER CANDY
DOROTHY'S LUNCH
IN GAMBIER
a hornet's nest. The question of
the worth of Kenyon's fraternities
was never considered.
Among the report's jaded ge-
neralities are:
"We have found no evidence
that fraternities at Kenyon deny
membership on the basis of race
or creed . . .
"While fraternities must not
practice discrimination based on
prejudice against minority groups
they also must not be forced to
admit persons whom their mem-
bers find personally uncongenial
"Yet we think that ways should
and can be found of bringing all
such students (those who want to
pledge but are not accepted by a
fraternity) to the attention of
every fraternity." What ways?
The subcommittee does not elab-
orate.
"Every faculty adviser should
use his influence to see that his
fraternity develops in its pledges
good scholarship, self-disciplin- e,
and a stronger sense of purpose."
Other recommendations call for
a fraternity handbook, a special
week for initiation activities, a
minimum academic average for
pledges, a code of hazing, and a
clarification of lodge rules.
If nothing else, the superficial-
ity of the report shows the need
for a comprehensive study of
fraternities.
The dining hall report contains
the following recommendation:
"It appears, however, that the
Food Service and the Business
Manager of the College would
like to have all meals served
cafeteria-styl- e. We believe that
such a change should be firmly
resisted. Nothing is more depres-
sing than the long lines and de-
lays that would result at lunch
and dinner. Students' table man-
ners would be affected adversely,
and meals would never become
the civilizing experiences that we
hope they can be made to be."
It appears that the administra-
tion did not take the recommenda-
tion too seriously. Breakfast and
lunch will be served cafeteria-styl- e
with the opening of the
Peirce Hall annex.
Other recommendations call for
coats and ties to be worn at every
evening meal, a permanent dining
hall committee, and fraternity
tables on Tuesday evenings.
The dormitory report calls for
maid service every week or two,
and senior proctors in every up-percla- ss
division.
Members of the committee were
Professors Robert Daniel and Jess
Falkenstine: scholarships director
John Kushan, and students Paul
Niemeyer '63 and Robert Hunter
'63.
First-Kno- x
National Bank
Established 1847
MOUNT VERNON
FREDERICKTOWN
CENTERBURG
DANVILLE
LICKING CAMPUS LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
SANITONE CLEANING IS MORE THAN DRY CLEANING
Located Next to Jim's Barbershop
Operated by Jim Mauro and John Jenkins
THE ONLY COLLEGE-LICENSE- D LAUNDRY
Hours Monday 12:30 - 3:30 Tuesday Closed
Wednesday 1- -3 Thursday 1 2:30 - 3:30 Friday 1 - 3
Sunday Night Pickup in Dorms
